Your Annual Escrow Analysis Statement
Each month, a portion of your mortgage payment goes
into an escrow account to pay any applicable property
taxes, homeowners insurance, mortgage insurance, or
other types of insurance and taxes. Federal law requires
that we analyze your account each year to determine
whether the current balance and the amount of money we
collect each month is appropriate based on the bills that
we expect to pay over the next 12 months. If the account
has too much money, we generally refund the surplus
and/or lower your monthly payment; if the account has too
little money, your monthly payment will increase.

Monthly Mortgage Payments
This section shows your current monthly payment
compared to your new payment for the upcoming year.
Your monthly payment is composed of principle and
interest, the escrow collection for taxes and insurance,
and any additional collection that may be required to cover
a shortage/deficiency in the escrow account. A change in
the payment amount can occur if you have an adjustable
rate mortgage, when tax and insurance payments are
higher or lower than anticipated, or when a
shortage/deficiency collection from the previous year
expires.
Important! If your payment has changed and you make
your payments through a bill-pay service, please be sure
to update the payment amount.

Items to be Paid from Escrow Next Year
This is a summary of the tax and insurance items that we
plan to pay from your escrow account over the next 12
months. It shows the type and number of payments, the
number of months of cushion we are collecting (see # 4),
the annual total for each payment type, and the escrow
account collection that will be included in your new
mortgage payment.

Projected Activity for Next Year
Starting Balance – The expected balance at the start of
the next year based on the actual transactions for the
current year and any payments into and out of the account
that we anticipate being made before the end of the year.
Note: Federal law allows servicers to assume up to two
months of payments.
Payments to Escrow – The anticipated deposits into your
escrow account from the escrow portion of your monthly
mortgage payment.
Payments from Escrow – Tax, insurance, and other
payments that we anticipate making from your escrow
account over the next 12 months. Important: Please
contact us if you know of any bills that should be added to
or removed from this section or if the amounts and/or due
dates are incorrect.
Escrow Balance – The projected balance for each month
and the projected ending balance for the analysis period
based on the anticipated transactions.

Lowest Projected Balance/Cushion
Amount
Federal law allows servicers to collect additional escrow
as a cushion to cover any shortfalls that may occur during
the year due to changes in tax and/or insurance amounts
or as a result of unanticipated bills. The cushion amount is
the target low-point balance for the escrow account over
the course of the year.

When comparing the actual escrow account balance to
the starting balance required to maintain the allowed
cushion amount, the escrow analysis may identify a
surplus, a shortage, or a deficiency. Surpluses, shortages,
and deficiencies typically occur when the actual tax and
insurance payments differ from the estimates from the
previous year.
The escrow analysis works as follows:
1. We add up the estimated amounts scheduled to
be paid from your account and then divide the
total by 12 months to determine the monthly
collection amount.
2. Then, we analyze the projected balance for each
month based on the starting balance, the monthly
escrow collection amount, and the bills we
anticipate paying.
3. Finally, we find the month with the lowest
projected balance. If this low point is less than
zero, the account has a deficiency; if it is less than
the allowed cushion amount, the account has a
shortage; and if it is greater than the cushion
amount, the account has a surplus.

Shortages and deficiencies – are usually added to your
mortgage payment and spread over two or more months
of payments.
These adjustments bring your balance to the appropriate
level to start the next year. If tax and/or insurance
amounts have changed, there may also be a change in
the monthly collection amount in order to pay for those
items during the upcoming year.

Account History for Previous Period
This section shows the anticipated transactions from last
year’s escrow analysis compared to the activity that
actually occurred in your account.
Depending on when we ran this analysis, we may have
assumed up to two months of transactions. For example, if
we ran the analysis prior to the due date for your final
mortgage payment for the year, we assumed that you
made the payment and included it in the analysis.
Assumed transactions are marked with an “A”.
Note: If your mortgage recently transferred to us from
another servicer, the projected deposits and payments
from your previous statement may not be available.

Surplus, Shortage, or Deficiency
Explanation
A surplus is the portion of the projected escrow balance
that is greater than the cushion amount, a shortage is the
amount by which the escrow balance falls short of the
cushion amount, and a deficiency is the amount by which
the balance goes below zero. When the account has a
deficiency, it will also have a shortage.

Surplus, Shortage, or Deficiency
Repayment
The way we chose to address any surplus, shortage, or
deficiency is printed on your statement and itemized under
the Monthly Mortgage Payments section.
Surpluses – Amounts of $50 or more are refunded to you
with a check; surpluses of less than $50 are applied to
your future mortgage payments.

If there are any discrepancies with this statement, please
contact us as soon as possible to allow time for any
adjustments prior to your first payment due date.

